1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

In the last decade, research on patients with severe brain injury and chronic disorders of consciousness (DOC) has provided important insights into the complex patterns of neuronal activity associated with consciousness (e.g., [@bb0060; @bb0115; @bb0130; @bb0140; @bb0185; @bb0220]).

Patients with DOC, that is, patients with unresponsive wakefulness syndrome, formerly vegetative state (VS/UWS), and patients in the minimally conscious state (MCS), have recovered from coma after severe brain injury and are characterized by a present sleep-wake-cycle but loss of or only minimal awareness of themselves and their environment.

Recently, Laureys and Schiff ([@bb0190]) proposed a model of recovery of consciousness focusing on the connectivity between and within frontal and parietal regions influenced by specific circuit modulations of the thalamus. Evidence for this model comes from two different sets of findings: studies showing disrupted functional connectivity in a widespread fronto-parietal network in patients with impaired consciousness ([@bb0070; @bb0095; @bb0265; @bb0310]) and studies emphasizing an important role of the thalamus ([@bb0035; @bb0155; @bb0190; @bb0180; @bb0195; @bb0215; @bb0340; @bb0355]). In a next step, the brain network of patients with DOC should be investigated as a whole with focus on the thalamo-cortical network to identify specific changes in its characteristics associated with impaired consciousness.

For such detailed analyses of complex brain networks, a new scientific approach using graph theoretical methods has recently been introduced. In complex systems, functionally associated clusters show a high density of local connections with few long-range connections between segregated areas ([@bb0015; @bb0245]). This constellation ensures a high efficiency in information processing at a relatively low cost of connection length. These so-called small-world properties can be quantified with graph theoretical methods. In graph theory, complex networks are defined as a set of nodes connected by edges and described by network metrics.

The network topology of the brain tends to show alterations in a number of disorders like Alzheimer\'s disease ([@bb0280]), schizophrenia ([@bb0025]), and major depressive disorder ([@bb0350]) and such alterations were also found to be related to cognitive deficits ([@bb0275; @bb0350]).

Severe brain injury has also a high impact on network organization. Particularly, if main nodes with high centrality (so-called hubs) are affected, the stability and organization of a network is disturbed with serious consequences for its integrity and functioning ([@bb0105; @bb0160; @bb0165]). A recent study demonstrates that shortly after severe brain injury, central hubs throughout the network show a fundamental reorganization ([@bb0010]). However, Achard et al. could not relate alterations in the topology directly to consciousness since they investigated patients in deep coma. Hence, the differences they found are related to the severity of brain injury, and even though it has an important prognostic value, it cannot be associated with the level or the content of consciousness. To acquire knowledge about the relationship between alterations of brain networks and consciousness, we investigated network properties during resting state in chronic patients with different degrees of impaired consciousness.

To our knowledge, this is the first study applying graph theoretical methods in patients with DOC to investigate global and local network topology. We are also the first to compare deficits in cognitive functioning and conscious processing to impairments of the fronto-parietal and thalamo-cortical network organization using fMRI resting state data from a very large group of 59 patients with DOC.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Salzburg (Ethics Commission Salzburg/Ethikkommission Land Salzburg; number 415-E/952). Resting state data of patients with DOC were compared to a group of 28 age-matched healthy subjects. Participants were investigated at 2 different sites (at the Department of Neurology, Christian Doppler Klinik, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, and at the CHU Sart Tilman University Hospital, Liège) and with 3 different scanners (see [Section 2.2](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}. Data acquisition). Since patients with DOC are not easily investigated, experience in diagnosis is required, and suitable patients are rare, it is necessary to cooperate with other diagnostic teams to get a suitable sample size. This is a common practice (e.g., [@bb0205]). To make sure that the different sites do not influence the effects of group differences, site was included as a covariate (see [Section 2.6](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. Statistical Analysis). After excluding 5 VS/UWS and one MCS patient due to large movement and artifacts (see Data preprocessing), the patient group consisted of 34 VS/UWS (mean age = 52; age range = 26--87; 13 female) and 25 MCS (mean age = 48; age range = 28--74; 10 female) patients. All patients participating in this study were examined with the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) ([@bb0145]) and showed preserved auditory functioning, largely preserved brainstem reflexes, and a fairly preserved sleep-wake-cycle based on neurological examination. None of the patients were artificially ventilated or sedated at time of scanning. Additional information of the patients is listed in [Inline Supplementary Table S1](#b0005){ref-type="boxed-text"}. The control group consisted of 28 volunteers with no history of neurological or psychiatric disease (mean age 51 years; age range 28--75 years; 15 female). Control subjects were recruited at the Paris Lodron University of Salzburg and at the University of Liège. There were no differences between healthy controls, MCS patients, and VS/UWS patients in age (*F* = 0.265, *p* = 0.768). Written informed consent was obtained from all healthy subjects and from the guardianship of all patients according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Salzburg (Ethics Commission Salzburg/Ethikkommission Land Salzburg; number 415-E/952). Resting state data of patients with DOC were compared to a group of 28 age-matched healthy subjects. Participants were investigated at 2 different sites (at the Department of Neurology, Christian Doppler Klinik, Paracelsus Medical University, Salzburg, and at the CHU Sart Tilman University Hospital, Liège) and with 3 different scanners (see [Section 2.2](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}. Data acquisition). Since patients with DOC are not easily investigated, experience in diagnosis is required and suitable patients are rare, it is necessary to cooperate with other diagnostic teams to get a suitable sample size. This is a common practice (e.g., [@bb0205]). To make sure that the different sites do not influence the effects of group differences, site was included as a covariate (see [Section 2.6](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. Statistical analysis). After excluding 5 VS/UWS and one MCS patient due to large movement and artifacts (see [Section 2.3.](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} Data preprocessing), the patient group consisted of 34 VS/UWS (mean age = 52; age range = 26--87; 13 female) and 25 MCS (mean age = 48; age range = 28--74; 10 female) patients. All patients participating in this study were examined with the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) ([@bb0145]) and showed preserved auditory functioning, largely preserved brainstem reflexes, and a fairly preserved sleep-wake-cycle based on neurological examination. None of the patients were artificially ventilated or sedated at time of scanning. Additional information of the patients is listed in Inline Supplementary Table S1. The control group consisted of 28 volunteers with no history of neurological or psychiatric disease (mean age 51 years; age range 28--75 years; 15 female). Control subjects were recruited at the Paris Lodron University of Salzburg and at the University of Liège. There were no differences between healthy controls, MCS patients, and VS/UWS patients in age (*F* = 0.265, *p* = 0.768). Written informed consent was obtained from all healthy subjects and from the guardianship of all patients according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Inline Supplementary Table S1Table S1Patients\' information.SubjectsAgeEtiologyTime since onset\
(in days)Auditory functionVisual functionMotor functionVerbal/Oromotor functionCommunicationArousal*MCS*MCS0151Intracerebral Hemorrhage102Localization to soundVisual pursuitAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS0237Respiratory failure67Auditory startleFixationFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS0347PICA infarct49Auditory startleFixationAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementIntentionalWithout stimulationMCS0447Traumatic brain injury52Localization to soundFixationAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS0555Subarachnoidal hemorrhage74Consistent movement to commandObject recognitionFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementFunctional: AccurateAttentionMCS0628Limbic encephalopathy148NoneVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS0763Subarachnoidal hemorrhage62Auditory startleObject localization: ReachingFlexion withdrawalNoneNoneWithout stimulationMCS0862Subarachnoidal hemorrhage74Localization to soundVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneAttentionMCS0946Multiple cerebral infarct41Auditory startleVisual startleAutomatic motor responseOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationMCS1065Cardiopulmonary resuscitation85Localization to soundFixationObject manipulationOral reflexive movementNoneAttentionMCS1131Traumatic brain injury66NoneNoneLocalization to noxious stimuliOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationMCS1252Subarachnoidal hemorrhage146Localization to soundVisual startleLocalization to noxious stimuliOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS1371Subarachnoidal hemorrhage362NoneVisual pursuitLocalization to noxious stimuliVocalization/oral movementIntentionalWith stimulationMCS1461Intracerebral Hemorrhage75NoneVisual pursuitLocalization to noxious stimuliOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationMCS1534Traumatic brain injury3034Reproducible movement to commandVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalVocalization/oral movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS1674Hemorrhage18Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexIntentionalWith stimulationMCS1743Hemorrhage31Auditory startleVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationMCS1852Status epilepticus20Reproducible movement to commandVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalVocalization/oral movementIntentionalWithout stimulationMCS1947Traumatic brain injury533Reproducible movement to commandObject recognitionFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationMCS2038Atrioventricular conduction1854Auditory startleVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalVocalization/oral movementNoneWith stimulationMCS2129Traumatic brain injury & anoxia64Auditory startleVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationMCS2241Anoxia9900Reproducible movement to commandVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalVocalization/oral movementNoneWithout stimulationMCS2337Traumatic brain injury342Reproducible movement to commandObject recognitionLocalisation to noxious stimulationOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationMCS2460Traumatic brain injury12Reproducible movement to commandObject recognitionAutomatic motor reactionIntelligible verbalizationIntentionalWith stimulationMCS2536Anoxia460Reproducible movement to commandVisual pursuitFlexion withdrawalVocalization/oral movementIntentionalWithout stimulation  *UWS*UWS0136Traumatic brain injury347Auditory startleNoneNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS0245Traumatic brain injury64Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS0345Cardiopulmonary resuscitation635Auditory startleNoneNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS0450Cardiopulmonary resuscitation204Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS0569Cardiopulmonary resuscitation58Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS0639Respiratory failure73Auditory startleVisual startleAbnormal posturingNoneNoneWith stimulationUWS0747Cardiopulmonary resuscitation65Localization to soundVisual startleFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS0878Cardiopulmonary resuscitation39Auditory startleNoneNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS0947Multiple ischemic infarct51Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS1063Cerebral hypoxia16Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS1151Cardiopulmonary resuscitation30NoneNoneNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS1250Ischemic brainstem infarct165Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS1351Cardiopulmonary resuscitation-Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS1455Cardiopulmonary resuscitation121Auditory startleNoneNoneNoneNoneWithout stimulationUWS1561Traumatic brain injury116NoneNoneNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS1632Basilaris thrombosis922Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS1747Cardiopulmonary resuscitation3627Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingVocalization/oral movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS1866Traumatic brain injury & subarachnoidal hemorrhage82NoneVisual startleFlexion withdrawalNoneNoneWithout stimulationUWS1936Cardiopulmonary resuscitation66Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS2026Traumatic brain injury128Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS2155Cardiopulmonary resuscitation82NoneVisual startleNoneOral reflexive movementNoneWith stimulationUWS2254Cardiopulmonary resuscitation70Auditory startleVisual startleNoneNoneNoneWith stimulationUWS2335Status epilepticus49NoneNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexive movementNoneWithout stimulationUWS2474Cardiac arrest92Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingoral reflexNoneWith stimulationUWS2544Ventricular fibrillation8NoneNoneAbnormal posturingNoneNoneWith stimulationUWS2663Ischemia30Auditory startleVisual startleFlexion withdrawalVocalizationNoneWithout stimulationUWS2767Hemorrhage43Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWith stimulationUWS2887Hemorrhage7NoneNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWith stimulationUWS2963Anoxia1210Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexNoneWith stimulationUWS3044ARCA27Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingNoneNoneWithout stimulationUWS3141Anoxia1572Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationUWS3269Anoxia50Auditory startleNoneFlexion withdrawalOral reflexNoneWith stimulationUWS3349ARCA & Hypoxia129Auditory startleNoneNoneOral reflexNoneWithout stimulationUWS3436Anoxia2031Auditory startleNoneAbnormal posturingVocalizationNoneWithout stimulation[^1]Inline Supplementary Table S1

Inline Supplementary Table S1 can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005](10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005){#ir0025}.

2.2. Data acquisition {#s0020}
---------------------

Subjects were instructed to let their thoughts run free and not to think about anything special. Resting state functional MRI data were obtained using three 3 Tesla MR systems (Philips Achieva and 2 Siemens TIM TRIO). Two control subjects, 3 MCS and 11 VS/UWS patients were scanned with the Philips scanner at the Christian Doppler Klinik, Salzburg (116 T2\*-weighted images were obtained with a gradient EPI in axial plane; 25 slices with 4.5 mm thickness; interslice gap = 0.5 mm; matrix size = 64 × 64; FoV = 210 mm^2^; TR = 2200 ms; TE = 45 ms; flip angle = 90°). Thirteen control subjects, 11 MCS and 12 VS/UWS patients were scanned with the Siemens scanner at the Christian Doppler Klinik, Salzburg (250 T2\*-weighted images were obtained; 36 slices with 3 mm thickness; FoV = 192 mm^2^; TR = 2250 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 70°). Thirteen control subjects, 11 MCS and 11 VS/UWS patients were scanned with the Siemens scanner at the CHU Sart Tilman University Hospital, Liège (300 T2\*-weighted images were obtained; 32 slices with 3 mm thickness; FoV = 192 mm^2^; TR = 2000 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 78°). In addition, high-resolution, T1-weighted MPRAGE sequences for anatomic information were acquired for each participant.

2.3. Data preprocessing {#s0025}
-----------------------

Functional data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (version SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). The first 6 functional scans were considered as dummy scans and were discarded. Preprocessing steps included the following procedures: segmentation of the T1-weighted image to compute the gray matter images; realignment to compensate for motion; unwarping (adjustment for movement-related artifacts); coregistration of the mean EPI to the participant\'s own anatomical scan; normalization to standard stereotaxic anatomical Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space; data were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian Kernel of 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). Voxel size was resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm^2^.

To address the ongoing debate concerning motion effects on resting state fMRI data, only subjects with movement parameters smaller than 3 mm translation and 3° rotation were included in this study. Additionally, movement parameters were compared between the 3 groups using One-way ANOVA with group as a factor. There were no significant differences between groups (*F* \< 1.85, *p* \> 0.163). Furthermore, we included the mean change in BOLD signal as a regressor in all group analyses (see [Section 2.6](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}. Statistical analyses for details).

Preprocessed functional data were further processed with the functional connectivity toolbox v12 ([@bb0335]). Sources of noise and movement-related covariates were removed (using a white matter and CSF template file created from 37 healthy subjects, as well as realignment parameter of each participant) with the CompCor method ([@bb0055]) implemented in the conn toolbox. These processing steps substantially reduce noise from non-neural sources and increase the sensitivity and reliability of functional connectivity analyses ([@bb0335]). The residual BOLD time-series were band-pass filtered in a low-frequency range of 0.01 to 0.1 Hz.

2.4. Network construction {#s0030}
-------------------------

For each individual dataset, the time-series of all voxels in 110 regions (55 regions for each hemisphere) according to the Harvard--Oxford atlas was averaged and extracted. To construct correlation matrices from the extracted fMRI time-series data, the correlation coefficient for each pair of the 110 regions was computed resulting in a 110 × 110 correlation matrix for each participant using Pearson correlation. In contrast to partial correlation, Pearson correlation is gaining higher values of reproducibility ([@bb0285]).

A network consists of 2 basic elements, that is, nodes and edges. In this functional brain connectivity network, nodes are represented by each of the 110 brain regions defined by the Harvard--Oxford atlas and edges are represented by the association of the BOLD signals between different regions of the brain described by the correlation matrices.

2.5. Network analysis {#s0035}
---------------------

### 2.5.1. Threshold selection {#s0040}

For analysis of graph metrics, we applied 2 different strategies for selecting a threshold. First, we used the same correlation thresholds for all correlation matrices. This approach is useful to investigate the absolute network efficiency in different groups. Because there is still no consensus on which correlation threshold is the best to choose, we applied a wide range of different thresholds 0.1 ≤ R ≤ 0.6 with an increment of 0.05. We selected this range because values beyond 0.6 tend to divide a network into disconnected subgroups of nodes ([@bb0325]).

Second, we applied an individual defined threshold to each correlation matrix to ensure that graphs in both groups have the same number of edges. This was done by calculating the ratio of the number of actual connections divided by the maximum number of all possible connections. The resulting value is known as the connection density (δ) or cost of the network. The threshold was selected over a whole range of density values (0.10 ≤ δ ≤ 0.6) with an increment of 0.05. This approach allows the investigation of the relative network efficiency and makes it possible to compare groups with each other. If a correlation threshold is not normalized, it is likely that the number of edges is smaller in the patient groups, which, consequentially, would influence the comparison between groups.

Range selection was based on following criteria to address the problem of disconnectedness and networks without small-world features: (1) the average degree of all nodes in a network was larger than 2 × log(N) with N = 110 nodes in the network; (2) the small-worldness (σ) at each threshold was larger than 1.1 for all subjects ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). This procedure certifies that all thresholded networks have small-world properties and only very few false connections ([@bb0350]).

### 2.5.2. Network metrics {#s0045}

For each threshold, we calculated global and local network metrics using the brain connectivity toolbox ([@bb0240]). Global metrics were chosen as followed: characteristic path length (L); global efficiency (E~glob~); modularity (M). Additionally, the following local metrics were investigated: degree (k); clustering coefficient (C); local efficiency (E~loc~);

Metrics were compared with the corresponding values (e.g., C~rand~; L~rand~) obtained and averaged from 50 random networks with the same number of nodes and degree distribution to evaluate the network for small-world properties ([@bb0200]). Note that only 50 random networks were computed due to computational reasons.

The characteristic path length describes the number of edges between one node and any other node in a network and quantifies the effectiveness of information transfer throughout the whole network. Note that here we used weighted matrices since binarization does not provide any information on important differences between weak and strong connections. In the case of the characteristic path length, this may falsify the topological characterization of long-distance shortcuts since the strength, that is, the functional distance of connectivity is not taken into account. Global efficiency is another measure of effectiveness of information transfer (it is inversely related to the characteristic path length but has some advantages when computing disconnected graphs). The modularity is the strength of division of a network in clusters. Networks with high modularity have dense connections between nodes within clusters but sparse connections between nodes of different clusters. A high modularity minimizes the cost of a network. The degree describes the number of edges one node is connected with and gives information on how functionally connected a node is. The clustering coefficient is a measure of degree to which nodes in a graph are forming a cluster. The local efficiency is computed on node neighborhoods and is related to the clustering coefficient reflecting the efficiency of parallel information transfer, robustness, and fault tolerance of a network.

Small-world networks are characterized by a high normalized clustering coefficient averaged over the whole brain (γ), that is, (C/C~rand~) \> 1, and low normalized characteristic path length (λ), that is, (L/L~rand~) \~ 1. The ratio of the normalized and averaged clustering coefficient (γ) to the normalized characteristic path length (λ) is the so-called small-worldness (σ) which has also been assessed.

For each metric of the δ-thresholded data, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) to compare the metrics over the whole range of thresholds between groups. This approach ensures a topological characterization of brain networks independent of the single threshold and has been successfully applied in previous studies ([@bb0005; @bb0315; @bb0350]).

2.6. Statistical analysis {#s0050}
-------------------------

Values of all metric parameters were computed with Matlab (MATLAB 7.6.0, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2008). To search for significant group differences between controls and patients in the AUC values of each metric, we performed ANCOVA with the factor group at 3 levels using permutation tests with the package lmPerm implemented in R (The R Project for Statistical Computing, URL <http://www.R-project.org/>.). Additionally, the correlation values of all 110 anatomical regions resulting in 5995 pairs were compared between groups to search for significant differences in connectivity. Estimations of statistical significance were based on 100,000 permutations. Iterations were terminated when the estimated standard deviation of the estimated proportion p was less than p ∗ 0.1. Iterations continued until all sources and coefficients met this criterion or until 100,000 permutations were reached ([@bb0045]). This procedure reduces the uncertainty near *p* = 0.05 to +/− 0.1% and addresses the problem of multiple comparisons (i.e., number of regions and/or number of measures).

Because participants were scanned with 3 different MR scanners and at 2 different sites, we included scanner as a covariate. Moreover, the root mean squared change in BOLD signal from volume to volume (DVARS) was assessed ([@bb0230]) using FSL ([@bb0175]) and implemented in the group analysis as a covariate to account for possible motion effects.

For all group analyses, additional post-hoc testing was performed with Tukey honest significant differences based on the adjusted p-values of the permutation testing. This test is essentially a *t*-test except that it corrects for experiment-wise error rate when the factor has more than 2 levels.

The significance level of all adjusted *p*-values was set to *p* \< 1/N, that is, N = number of regions investigated. Note that because of this additional correction, we expect less than one false-positive per comparison.

To examine the relationship between cognitive functioning and network efficiency, we correlated the score of the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) for each patient with the AUC values of degree, clustering coefficient, and local efficiency of 28 regions within the fronto-parietal network and the thalamus using Matlab (MATLAB 7.6.0, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2008). Results of the correlation analysis were corrected for multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate (FDR).

3. Results {#s0055}
==========

3.1. Analyses of absolute small world metrics {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------

Networks were investigated for absolute small world properties at different correlation thresholds (0.1 ≤ R ≤ 0.6). The functional brain networks showed a higher clustering coefficient compared to random networks (γ \> 1) and a linear increase with the increase of threshold in all 3 groups. The characteristic path length, on the contrary, was very similar compared to random networks (λ \~ 1) and showed similar values for the whole threshold range. In line with the higher γ values, small-worldness is present with σ \> 1 and increases with correlation threshold. Please note that small world metrics at higher threshold levels are difficult to interpret because the higher the threshold value the lower the number of edges of the nodes which questions the meaningfulness of connectivity.

As expected, healthy subjects as well as both DOC groups demonstrated an efficient and economic small-world topology with a high density of connections between nearest neighbors and a low average path length. This is in line with previous studies of functional brain networks demonstrating that complex systems have small world properties ([@bb0005; @bb0090; @bb0085; @bb0245]).

3.2. Alterations in global metrics {#s0065}
----------------------------------

To compare metrics of the three groups (controls, MCS, and VS/UWS), a relative threshold was applied to control for the number of edges in a graph. Significance level was corrected for multiple comparisons.

In the global network topology, groups differed significantly in modularity (*p* \< 0.001). The posthoc tests showed that the MCS group (*p* \< 0.001) as well as the VS/UWS group (*p* = 0.001) showed a significant reduced modularity compared to the control group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

The other global metrics (characteristic path length and global efficiency) did not differ at a corrected threshold level (*p* ≥ 0.354).

3.3. Alterations in regional metrics {#s0070}
------------------------------------

At the nodal level, there are several regions of the fronto-parietal network that differ in their topological characteristics between groups (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). All presented results of the permutation tests are significant at *p* \< 1/N to additionally correct for false positives.

The degree showed differences in several frontal regions ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A) with a higher degree for patients in left frontal regions including the left superior frontal gyrus (controls vs. MCS: *p* = 0.009; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009), and the pars opercularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus (controls vs. MCS: *p* \< 0.001; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009), as well as a lower degree in medial frontal regions such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (controls vs. MCS: *p* = 0.009; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009), and the frontal orbital cortex (controls vs. MCS: *p* = 0.009; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009). Furthermore, the degree was decreased for VS/UWS in the left (*p* = 0.009) and right thalamus (*p* = 0.009).

The clustering coefficient was reduced in patients in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (controls vs. MCS: *p* = 0.004; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.008), as well as in the right insular cortex (controls vs. MCS: *p* \< 0.001; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B).

The local efficiency differed in the precuneus between all 3 groups (controls vs. MCS: *p* = 0.004; controls vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.004; MCS vs. VS/UWS: *p* = 0.009) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}C).

For additional information on differences of network metrics in other regions see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

3.4. Alterations in connectivity {#s0075}
--------------------------------

Of the 5995 pairs of anatomical regions, functional connectivity differed in 455 pairs significantly between healthy controls and MCS, in 510 pairs between control subjects and VS/UWS, and in 31 pairs between MCS and VS/UWS.

In the fronto-parietal network, we found numerous impaired connections in patients (see [Inline Supplementary Table S2](#b0010){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Significant reduced connectivity for both patient groups compared to healthy controls could be identified specifically for medial frontal regions with medial parietal regions and with the left and right thalamus, as well as with the left and right temporal parietal junction (TPJ) and with the right frontal gyrus. Connectivity in patients between medial frontal and left frontal regions was greater compared to healthy subjects (except for the frontal pole). Reduced connectivity was also identified within medial frontal regions, whereas connectivity was enhanced in patients between the frontal pole and the orbital frontal cortex. Medial parietal regions showed also reduced connectivity for both patient groups within and with the left and right thalamus, as well as with the left and right TPJ, the right frontal cortex, and within medial parietal regions. Connectivity between medial parietal regions and the left frontal gyrus was greater for both patient groups. Reduced connectivity was also significant for both hemispheres of the frontal cortex with the left and right thalamus, between both hemispheres of the frontal cortex, between both hemispheres of the TPJ, and between the lateral frontal cortex with the lateral TPJ. Within the right frontal cortex, reduced connectivity was only significant for the VS/UWS group. Connectivity between the left and right thalamus was only significantly reduced for the MCS group.

In the fronto-parietal network, we found numerous impaired connections in patients (see Inline Supplementary Table S2). Significant reduced connectivity for both patient groups compared to healthy controls could be identified specifically for medial frontal regions with medial parietal regions and with the left and right thalamus, as well as with the left and right temporal parietal junction (TPJ) and with the right frontal gyrus. Connectivity in patients between medial frontal and left frontal regions was greater compared to healthy subjects (except for the frontal pole). Reduced connectivity was also identified within medial frontal regions, whereas connectivity was enhanced in patients between the frontal pole and the orbital frontal cortex. Medial parietal regions showed also reduced connectivity for both patient groups within and with the left and right thalamus, as well as with the left and right TPJ, the right frontal cortex, and within medial parietal regions. Connectivity between medial parietal regions and the left frontal gyrus was greater for both patient groups. Reduced connectivity was also significant for both hemispheres of the frontal cortex with the left and right thalamus, between both hemispheres of the frontal cortex, between both hemispheres of the TPJ, and between the lateral frontal cortex with the lateral TPJ. Within the right frontal cortex, reduced connectivity was only significant for the VS/UWS group. Connectivity between the left and right thalamus was only significantly reduced for the MCS group.

VS/UWS compared to MCS showed significant reduced connectivity between medial frontal regions and lateral frontal cortex.

Inline Supplementary Table S2Table S2Differences in functional connectivity between groups within the fronto-parietal network and the thalamus.ROIROIHC vs. MCSHC vs. VS/UWSMCS vs. VS/UWS*Medial frontal to medial parietal*Right Frontal PoleRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> VS/UWSLeft Medial Frontal CortexLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Medial Frontal CortexRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Medial Frontal CortexLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Medial Frontal CortexRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> VS/UWSLeft Medial Frontal CortexLeft PrecuneusHC \> MCSLeft Medial Frontal CortexRight PrecuneusHC \> MCSRight Medial Frontal CortexLeft PrecuneusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft PrecuneusHC \> MCSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexRight PrecuneusHC \> MCSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexRight PrecuneusHC \> MCSLeft Supplementary Motor ArealLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> VS/UWSLeft Supplementary Motor ArealLeft PrecuneusHC \> VS/UWSRight Supplementary Motor ArealLeft PrecuneusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Supplementary Motor ArealRight PrecuneusHC \> MCS  *Within medial frontal*Left Frontal PoleRight Orbital Frontal CortexHC \< MCSRight Frontal PoleRight Orbital Frontal CortexHC \< MCSHC \< VS/UWSRight Frontal PoleRight Anterior Cingulate CortexHC \> VS/UWSLeft Medial FrontalLeft Supplementary Motor ArealHC \> MCSRight Medial FrontalLeft Supplementary Motor ArealHC \> MCSRight Medial FrontalRight Supplementary Motor ArealHC \> MCSLeft Orbital Frontal CortexRight Orbital Frontal CortexHC \> MCSRight Orbital Frontal CortexLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Orbital Frontal CortexRight Anterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Medial frontal to left frontal*Left Frontal PoleLeft Superior Frontal GyrusHC \> VS/UWSMCS \> VS/UWSLeft Frontal PoleLeft Middle Frontal GyrusHC \> VS/UWSRight Medial Frontal CortexLeft Frontal OperculumHC \< VS/UWSLeft Orbital Frontal CortexRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \< MCSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \< MCSRight Supplementary Motor ArealLeft Middle Frontal GyrusHC \< MCS  *Medial frontal to right frontal*Right Frontal PoleRight Superior Frontal GyrusHC \> VS/UWSMCS \> VS/UWSRight Frontal PoleRight Middle Frontal GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Orbital Frontal CortexRight Middle Frontal GyrusHC \> VS/UWSRight Orbital Frontal CortexRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> MCSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Frontal OperculumHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Supplementary Motor ArealRight Frontal OperculumHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Supplementary Motor ArealRight Frontal OperculumHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Medial frontal to temporo-parietal junction*Left Frontal PoleLeft Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWSRight Frontal PoleRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexLeft Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWSLeft Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Medial frontal to thalamus*Left frontal PoleRight ThalamusHC \> VS/UWSRight frontal PoleRight ThalamusHC \> VS/UWSLeft Medial Frontal CortexRight ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Medial Frontal CortexLeft ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Medial Frontal CortexRight ThalamusHC \> MCSLeft Orbital Frontal CortexLeft ThalamusHC \> MCSRight Orbital Frontal CortexLeft ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Orbital Frontal CortexRight ThalamusHC \> VS/UWS  *Medial frontal to insular*Left Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Insular CortexHC \> MCSRight Anterior Cingulate CortexRight Insular CortexHC \> MCSLeft Supplementary Motor ArealLeft Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Supplementary Motor ArealRight Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Supplementary Motor ArealLeft Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Supplementary Motor ArealRight Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Within medial posterior*Left Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft PrecuneusHC \> VS/UWSLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexRight PrecuneusHC \> MCSRight Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft PrecuneusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Posterior Cingulate CortexRight PrecuneusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexRight Posterior Cingulate CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft PrecuneusRight PrecuneusHC \> MCS  *Medial posterior to left frontal*Right Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \< MCSRight Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \< MCSLeft PrecuneusLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \< MCSRight PrecuneusLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \< MCSHC \< VS/UWSLeft PrecuneusLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \< MCSRight PrecuneusLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \< MCSHC \< VS/UWS  *Medial posterior to temporo-parietal junction*Left Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWSLeft Posterior Cingulate CortexRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSRight Posterior Cingulate CortexRight Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWS  *Medial posterior to thalamus*Left Posterior Cingulate CortexRight ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Posterior Cingulate CortexLeft ThalamusHC \> VS/UWSLeft PrecuneusLeft ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft PrecuneusRight ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight PrecuneusLeft ThalamusHC \> VS/UWSRight PrecuneusRight ThalamusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Between lateral frontal*Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \> VS/UWSLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSLeft Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars opercularisHC \> MCS  *Left frontal to temporo-parietal junction*Left Superior Frontal GyrusLeft Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWSLeft Middle Frontal GyrusLeft Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWS  *Within right frontal*Right Superior Frontal GyrusRight Inferior Frontal Gyrus, pars triangularisHC \> VS/UWS  *Right frontal to temporo-parietal junction*Right Superior Frontal GyrusRight Angular GyrusHC \> VS/UWSRight Middle Frontal GyrusRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Right frontal to insular*Right Middle Frontal GyrusLeft Insular CortexHC \> VS/UWSRight Frontal OperculumLeft Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWSRight Frontal OperculumRight Insular CortexHC \> VS/UWS  *Left temporo-parietal junction to right temporo-parietal junction*Left Angular GyrusRight Angular GyrusHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS  *Within thalamus*Left ThalamusRight ThalamusHC \> MCS  *Within insular*Left Insular CortexRight Insular CortexHC \> MCSHC \> VS/UWS[^2]Inline Supplementary Table S2

Inline Supplementary Table S2 can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005](10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005){#ir0040}.

3.5. Relation between network topology and cognitive functioning {#s0080}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The CRS-R score correlated significantly with the AUC value of the clustering coefficient in the right middle frontal gyrus (*r* = 0.40, *p* = 0.006) and in the frontal pole (*r* = 0.29, *p* = 0.048). *p*-Values are corrected for FDR.

4. Discussion {#s0085}
=============

To our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate brain network properties in patients with DOC using graph-theoretical approaches. Our findings are threefold: (i) we identified alterations between healthy controls and patients at the global level; (ii) regions in the fronto-parietal network and the thalamus differed in their network properties between healthy subjects and patients while only the precuneus showed significant differences between patient groups in its local efficiency of information transfer; and (iii) behavioral responsiveness in patients was related to the clustering coefficient in frontal regions.

At the global brain level, both patient groups showed lower modularity than the control group. Patients exhibited a network less well decomposed into non-overlapping sets of nodes in a way that should minimize the number of between-set edges and maximize the number of within-set edges. This finding suggests a disturbance in the optimal balance between segregation and integration in patients with DOC. Such a balance is essential for the high level of functioning of human brain networks ([@bb0165]). Interferences between segregation and integration may lead to deficits and fluctuations in cognitive functioning which can be observed in patients with DOC.

This is contrary to a previous investigation of network properties in 17 comatose patients which found no differences in global metrics compared to healthy subjects, neither in modularity nor in any other global metric ([@bb0010]), even though findings on a finer-grade level indicate that the organization of the comatose brain is indeed radically affected. However, they examined patients in deep coma within days of brain injury. In contrast, the patients of this study all evolved from coma to different states of consciousness with severe impairments extensively examined with standardized tests differentiating at low levels of consciousness and scanned after weeks following injury. Moreover, their preprocessing and network construction differed from ours in several ways which makes the results perhaps difficult to compare. For instance, a much smaller interval was used for filtering which has been shown to reduce the reliability of findings ([@bb0080]), and the time-series was extracted from 417 regions instead of 110.

However, there were no differences between the MCS group and the VS/UWS group in any of the global metrics. Thus, it is not clear if the alterations in modularity are related to consciousness per se. This could be due to the fact that fundamental lesions of the brain are present in both patient groups and may have led to a comparable reduction of connection density and reorganization throughout the brain. As [@bb0010] have already speculated, the topological organization required for consciousness especially at such a low level might be too complex to be sufficient reflected by global properties.

At the nodal level, the network properties of regions within the fronto-parietal network were altered in both patient groups compared to healthy controls. Patients demonstrated a reduced embeddedness of the PCC and reduced local efficiency of the precuneus compared to controls. Alterations in frontal regions revealed a more complex pattern: In left frontal regions, patients with DOC showed increased interaction with other regions. In medial frontal regions like the ACC and the orbitofrontal cortex, the interaction was decreased. The resulting pattern of alterations exposes deficits in the centrality of medial frontal regions with a shift of increased functional connectivity towards left frontal regions especially for subjects with minimal conscious responses.

Most of the affected regions are part of the so-called 'rich club' defined as a set of highly central nodes that are more densely interconnected than other nodes such as medial parietal regions, the superior frontal gyrus, the ACC, the orbitofrontal cortex, the insular, and the thalamus ([@bb0295]). Nodes belonging to the rich club act as a strongly interlinked entity and are suggested to play a central role in overall brain communication with connections tending to span long distances enabling highly efficient integration. Thus, impairments in the functional connectivity of these regions reflect dysfunctions in overall information integration and have impact on many different cognitive functions. It may be interesting to note that there is some overlap between regions of the rich club and the default mode network ([@bb0150; @bb0235]) which is altered in impaired consciousness and patients with traumatic brain injury (for a review see [@bb0065; @bb0075; @bb0095; @bb0120; @bb0135; @bb0170; @bb0260; @bb0270]). [@bb0295] hypothesize that the rich club serves as a functional link between different resting state networks including the default mode network.

In the thalamus, deficits in the degree of interaction were significantly present in VS/UWS which are, by definition, not consciously aware. In MCS patients, who show at least minimal signs of conscious behavior, the topology did not differ from healthy controls significantly. Contrary to what was expected though, the network properties of the thalamus showed no significant differences between patients in MCS and with VS/UWS. Thus, it is not clear if deficits are related to impaired consciousness per se or to abnormalities caused by severe brain lesions.

The thalamus plays a key role in theories of neural correlation of consciousness ([@bb0125; @bb0290; @bb0320]). It is highly reciprocal connected with cortical areas, especially with frontal regions, and is also a region belonging to the rich club. This makes it a perfect candidate for integrating information computed by cortical areas, and therefore, being an important part of the network involved in generating conscious awareness. One hypothesis is that consciousness is generated by a dynamic pattern of information binding within spatial distributed but highly connected neural networks which has its origin in the thalamo-cortical circuits emphasizing the critical role of thalamic connectivity ([@bb0125]). Previous studies investigating impaired consciousness provide evidence for a crucial involvement of the thalamus ([@bb0020; @bb0035; @bb0130; @bb0255; @bb0355]). However, most of the studies did not compare unconscious patients with minimal conscious patients directly. Merely in respect to the structural organization, a difference between MCS and VS/UWS in thalamic regions has been demonstrated ([@bb0130]).

Furthermore, previous studies investigating functional connectivity have been conducted in relative small samples of patients. In contrast, this work has examined the data of 59 patients with DOC.

One of the most interesting findings of this study is that only the precuneus differed significantly between VS/UWS and MCS patients in its efficiency of local information transfer. This is in line with a previous investigation of functional connectivity in DOC indicating that only medial parietal regions are particularly sensitive to differences in functional connectivity between MCS and VS/UWS ([@bb0310]). The efficient embeddedness of this area seems to hold a key position in impaired consciousness and is sensitive to different levels of consciousness in severe brain injury. This finding supports the postulation of [@bb0190] that medial parietal regions are closely associated with recovery of consciousness. Nevertheless, alterations of medial parietal regions do not seem to be specific for impaired consciousness since they have been identified in a vast amount of different studies (for an overview see [@bb0100]).

Another important finding is that behavioral responsiveness (CRS-R scores) was associated with network properties only in frontal regions. The grade of behavioral responsiveness of a patient was related to measures of segregation in medial frontal regions and the right middle frontal gyrus. In other words, the less responsive and conscious a patient is, the less embedded medial and right frontal regions.

The results concerning functional connectivity complement the picture, showing reduction in connectivity between almost all regions of the fronto-parietal network in DOC patients. Within frontal regions, VS/UWS demonstrated reduced connectivity compared to MCS.

Note that there were also significant differences between groups in some regions which are not part of the fronto-parietal network (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), particularly in temporal regions comprising the planum temporale, Heschl\'s gyrus, and planum polare, as well as in the parahippocampal gyrus and parts of the operculum cortex. Differences between both patient groups were also evident in the local efficiency of the left planum polare involved in auditory processing and the right parahippocampal gyrus involved in scene recognition.

Interestingly, only measures of segregation differentiated between minimal conscious and unconscious patients, while the influence of central hubs did not differ between patients and was affected only in frontal regions and the thalamus. One interpretation of this pattern of findings may be that the integration function especially of frontal and thalamic regions is not related to lower levels of consciousness but rather necessary for intact conscious awareness. In contrast, segregation of main regions within the fronto-parietal network seems to play a primary role in recovery of consciousness. However, this interpretation remains a matter of speculation and further investigations are needed specifically controlling for severe brain injury.

Recently, the confounding effects of small movement artifacts concerning functional connectivity measures have come into focus ([@bb0230; @bb0225; @bb0250; @bb0305]). We did not use scrubbing to remove motion artifacts since this reduces length and at least 4--5 min are needed for the correlation values to stabilize throughout intrinsic connectivity networks ([@bb0300]). Moreover, a shorter duration, that is, fewer time points reduce reliability of findings ([@bb0080]). Instead, we excluded the whole dataset of every subject showing movement above a defined threshold. We also applied standard procedures for movement correction and ensured that movement parameters did not differ between groups. Finally, the root mean squared change in BOLD signal from volume to volume (DVARS) was calculated (as described in [@bb0230]) and included in all group analyses as a regressor. Note that we did not include the global signal in confound regression because of the effects on resting state connectivity ([@bb0210; @bb0285; @bb0330]).

In patients with severe head injury, processing of fMRI images is a critical issue. Numerous studies demonstrated that spatial normalization methods for group analyses have several shortcomings when performed in patients with focal or wide-spread brain lesions (e.g., [@bb0040; @bb0050; @bb0110]). The same is true when using parcellation templates for dividing the brain into distinct regions. Especially in this cohort, in which etiology and effects of brain lesions are quite heterogeneous, image processing is very difficult and prone to distorted outcome. We have carefully examined each processing step by visual inspection to avoid falsifications (see [Supplementary Fig. 1](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for examples on segmentation in patients). Yet, these concerns should be kept in mind when considering group differences.

In patients with severe head injury, processing of fMRI images is a critical issue. Numerous studies demonstrated that spatial normalization methods for group analyses have several shortcomings when performed in patients with focal or wide-spread brain lesions (e.g., [@bb0040; @bb0050; @bb0110]). The same is true when using parcellation templates for dividing the brain into distinct regions. Especially in this cohort, in which etiology and effects of brain lesions are quite heterogeneous, image processing is very difficult and prone to distorted outcome. We have carefully examined each processing step by visual inspection to avoid falsifications (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for examples on segmentation in patients). Yet, these concerns should be kept in mind when considering group differences.

A methodological limitation when investigating small world properties using graph theoretical approaches is the application of thresholds. There are several possibilities for selecting thresholds, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.

For example, the problem with global thresholding is that it can lead to disconnected graphs. Comparing subjects and groups is problematic if the network of one subject at a given threshold is connected and the network of another is disconnected. We addressed the problem of disconnectedness by certifying that all thresholded networks have small-world properties and only few unconnected nodes. Further, we not only investigated the clustering coefficient and characteristic path length but also local and global efficiency which offers methodological advantages in terms of disconnectedness ([@bb0005]). While the local efficiency includes disconnected nodes with a value of zero, the clustering coefficient removes them from the analysis.

Another problematic issue is the wide range of threshold selection. Until now there has been no consensus on which threshold is the best to apply. Thus, each study uses different ranges of thresholds and results depend on the threshold range selected ([@bb0080]).

Furthermore, several preprocessing steps have essential impact on network construction and metrics, for example, range of band-pass filtering, length of time-series, global regression, or type of randomization ([@bb0080; @bb0285; @bb0345]).

This is a problem that has not yet been solved to a satisfying extent and which should be subject of future studies using graph theoretical approaches for network analyses. In this study, we have implemented approaches that have been successfully applied in previous studies investigating brain network topology (e.g., [@bb0005; @bb0030; @bb0350]).

4.1. Conclusion {#s0090}
---------------

Taken together, the present investigation in 59 patients with DOC after recovering from coma demonstrated decreased global modularity and alterations in network properties and connectivity of several regions within fronto-parietal and cortico-thalamic circuits. This pattern of findings suggests alterations in the influence of frontal and thalamic regions and in the segregation function of regions within the fronto-parietal network in patients with DOC.

A direct link to the level of consciousness, that is, differences between minimal conscious and unconscious patients or a correlation with behavioral responsiveness, was only identified for measures of segregation in the precuneus and in medial and right frontal regions. Moreover, the influence of the thalamus seemed to be significantly reduced only in patients without conscious responses.

Most regions altered in DOC belong to the so-called rich club of highly interconnected central nodes. Alteration in their functional connectivity may reflect serious impact on the overall information integration of the brain. This altered interaction has far-reaching consequences associated with impairment of cognitive functioning possibly culminating in a total breakdown of conscious awareness.

Nevertheless, more research is required to further disentangle the mechanisms of interaction between distinct regions of the brain to understand impairments of consciousness in patients with severe brain injury. Particular difficulties related to the population investigated and to the method applied which are discussed in detail in this work should be addressed in future studies.

The following is the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Fig. 1Examples of segmentation in patients with disorder of consciousness.Examples of segmentation into gray (red) and white matter (blue) in patients in minimal consciousness state (MCS) and with unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS).

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005](10.1016/j.nicl.2013.12.005){#ir0045}.
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![Small worldness for all participants in the density range 0.1 to 0.6.\
Small worldness (σ) at each threshold was larger than 1.1 for all subjects to ensure that networks at all thresholds show small-world properties.](gr1){#f0005}

![Global group differences in network metrics.\
A. Significant reduced modularity for MCS and VS/UWS compared to controls; B. Significant reduced averaged clustering coefficient for MCS and VS/UWS compared to controls; HC = healthy control group; MCS = minimally conscious state; and UWS = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome.](gr2){#f0010}

![Regional group differences in network metrics of the fronto-parietal network and the thalamus.\
A. Significant differences in the degree of functional connectivity for MCS and VS/UWS compared to controls; B. Significant reduced clustering coefficient for MCS and VS/UWS compared to controls; C. Significant reduced local efficiency for MCS and VS/UWS compared to MCS and for VS/UWS compared to MCS; HC = healthy control group; MCS = minimally conscious state; and UWS  = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome.](gr3){#f0015}

###### 

Significant differences in regional network metrics between groups.

                                                        HC vs. MCS   HC vs. VS/UWS   MCS vs. VS/UWS
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------ --------------- ----------------
  *Degree*                                                                           
  Anterior cingulate cortex                             \*           \*              
  Left superior frontal gyrus                           \*           \*              
  Left inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis         \*           \*              
  Left supramarginal gyrus, anterior division           \*                           
  Right orbital frontal cortex                          \*           \*              
  Right temporal pole                                   \*           \*              
  Right superior temporal gyrus, anterior division      \*                           
  Right superior temporal gyrus, posterior division     \*                           
  Right fusiform temporal gyrus, anterior division      \*                           
  Right planum polare                                   \*                           
  Left thalamus                                                      \*              
  Right thalamus                                                     \*              
                                                                                     
  *Clustering coefficient*                                                           
  Posterior cingulate cortex                            \*           \*              
  Right insular cortex                                  \*           \*              
  Right parahippocampal gyrus, posterior division       \*           \*              
  Left superior temporal gyrus, anterior division       \*                           
  Right superior temporal gyrus, anterior division      \*                           
  Left inferior temporal gyrus, temporooccipital part   \*                           
  Left central operculum cortex                         \*           \*              
  Right central operculum cortex                        \*           \*              
  Left parietal operculum cortex                        \*           \*              
  Left planum polare                                    \*                           
  Right planum polare                                   \*                           
  Right Heschl\'s gyrus                                 \*           \*              
  Right planum temporale                                \*           \*              
                                                                                     
  *Local efficiency*                                                                 
  left precuneus                                                     \*              \*
  Right precuneus                                       \*           \*              
  Left angular gyrus                                    \*                           
  Left intracalcarine cortex                            \*                           
  Left planum polare                                                                 \*
  Right postcentral                                                  \*              
  Right parahippocampal gyrus, posterior division       \*                           \*
  Left putamen                                          \*                           

\*Significant differences for the area under the curve (AUC), *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons; HC = healthy control group; MCS = minimally conscious state; and VS/UWS  = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome.

[^1]: MCS = minimally conscious state patients; UWS = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome patients.

[^2]: *p* \< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons; HC = healthy control group; MCS = minimally conscious state; UWS = unresponsive wakefulness syndrome.
